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Abstract: This paper presents the Section 5.3 Response to Draft Dl Letter Ballot comments processed at the May, 1995 meeting of 
IEEE P802.ll. 

Action: Adopt the changes recommended in this set of comment responses to replace the relevent portions of Section 5.3 of 
P802.lllD 1.1, 
as shown in the companion document P802.ll-95/1D1. ill cases where the recommendations resulting from these 
comment responses affect sections other then 5.3, the recommended text changes are identified in OeditorOs notesO in 
document P802.ll-95/1D1. 
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5.3 bdobyns T RESPONSE The stated problem is acknowledged as a flaw. The resolution of comments 
PCF 1 on subsequent material in this section provides the mechanisms by which a PCF can 

operate over a single£)channel PHY. 

Restriction that PCF cannot overlap coverage area with another PCF on same channel is fundamental 
flaw. Prohibits use of PCF with single-channel PHY, severely restricts use of PCF with N-channel 
PRY where N is small. 

PCF must be redesigned to permit the functionality of PCF to be deliveced with single channel PRYs 
(or alternative way to delivec functionality). 
1. superframe timing 
2. cf period management 
3. cf data delivery 

5.3 bdobyns T RESPONSE: Rejected because resolution of subsequent comments defines the operation 
PCF2 of contention free service under such overlap conditions. 

Append to paragraph 2 "The restriction on PCF operation for few-channel PRY need not preclude the 
overlap of Access Points for those PRY. It only precludes the PCF-style beacon behavior and a 
superframe delimited contention free service. " 

5.3 C.Heide t RESPONSE: This information appears in section 5.3 .2. Comment is accepted but the since the PCF is build on the DCF, when the Point 
PCF3 material does not belong in this introductory section. Coordinator backs off, what if a DCF STA gets conlrol? Is 

there a gap in the CF period for the lransaction to complete? 
specify what happens if thece is a collision in the contention free period (by some STA which is 
hidden from part of the BSS). 

5.3 C.Heide t RESPONSE: The start of the contention free period is identified by a field in beacon the success of the contention free period is largely based on 
PCF4 frames. The contention free period must start with a beacon frame. STAs knowing that it is in progress and setting their NAVs. If 

they can't do this, then partially hidden STAs will often see 
specify how a STA knows the start of a superframe. DIFS when there aren't any and destroy the CF burst. 

5.3 C. Heide t RESPONSE: Remove 2nd paragraph, overlap behavior is discussed in subsequent there is no manner of overlap that won't result in destructive 
PCF5 section. interference, so why leave the excuse open? 

second paragraph, second sentence, remove the clause "in a manner that results in destructive 
'!- ... 

interference with frame lransfer." ;. . .... 
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5.3 C. Thomas t RESPONSE: same as comment PCF 1. There is no fully defined way to support time 
see peF 5 Baumgartner bounded services other than PCF. PAR says we ! 

2nd paragraph is not acceptable to PAR requirements. Remove it. Can substitute must support time bounded services. Therefore , 

discussion of mechanism decided on to handle overlapping point-coordinated can't restrict some (radio?) PRY's from using PCF. 
BSA's. Not necessary to restrict any PRY. I propose a 

method to handle overlapping PCF BSA's (on 
same Channel). If a STA hears PCF polls from an 
AP not it's own it tells its own AP of situation 
which causes the AP to change channels. I'm not 
sure how this works in FHSS since hop sequences 
eventually intersect but I'm sure we can quickly 
figure out how to handle this. Maybe the 8.TA .-
using FHSS concludes it is on same channel if it 
hears other AP pOlls twice within a number of 
hops. IR doesn't have overlap problem so not a 
problem that it has only one channel. " 

5.3 D. Johnson T RESPONSE: Rejected as unnecessary under Operation in the US with unlicensed 
PCF6 current PHY, can be added when new PHYs are spectrum now, and likely in the 

defined in frequency bands which have a defined future, will require confonnance to .. 
I 

etiquette. The mechanism used to permit a CFP to an etiquette. The etiquette must , 

span multiple dwells with an FH PHY is probably operate on a power sense/timing 

applicable to permit a CFP to span multiple medium basis only and must control fair 

occupancy periods, with intervening, non-CF traffic, 
access to any system confonning to 
it This includes systems that do not 

as would be necessary under typical etiquette rules. 
necessarily conform to an 
interoperability standard. , -

Modify the PCP specifications to be consistent with a 
spectrum etiquette. 

All a long-shot alternative, 'it may be 
possible to establish a regulatory 
arrangement in the US in which only 
one interoperability standard is 
pennitted, much as HiperLAN in 
Europe. In this case the PCF could 
operate as specified, but this would 
require development of a very strong 
rationale. 

This change is highly recommended, 
but may not be possible in a 
convenient time schedule and is not 
a condition for changing the vote. A 
dialog should be set up with 
WINForum to detennine what may 
be required to provide for a PCF 
function in the US in a future •••• 4 

revision. 
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5.3 Fischer, Mike. T RESPONSE: replace paragraph 1 with the text update to match CFDusage and subtype encoding that appear 
PCF7 elsewhere in this draft 

replace text with: .. The Point Coordination Function (pCp) provides contention free services. It is. an option for a station 
to become the Point Coordinator. All stations inherently obey the medium access rules of the PCF, 

- -. because they are based on the DCF, with the Point Coordinator gaining priority access to the medium -
using a PIFS which is smaller than the DIFS used for the DCF access to the medium. The operating 
characteristics of the PCF are such that all stations are able to operate properly in the presence of a 
BSS where a PCF is in operation, and (if associated with a point coordinated BSS) receive 
asynchronous data frames send under PCF control. It is an option for a station to become the Point 
Coordinator, as well as to be able to respond to contentionDfree polls by a Point Coordinator with 
CFDdata transmissions. A station which is able to respond to contentionDfree polls is referred to as 
CFDAware, and may request to be polled by an active Point Coordinator during each superframe. 
When polled by the Point Coordinator, a CFDAware station may send one data or CFDdata frame to 
any destination (not just to the Point Coordinator). If the addressed recipient of a CFDdata 
transmission is not CFDAware, that station acknowledges the transmission using the normal DCF 
acknowledgement rules, and the Point Coordinator retains control of the medium using a PIPS 
duration before resuming CFDtransfers. 

5.3 Geiger T RESPONSE: same as comment PCF 5. This can not be guaranteed! Several things are missing from 
SEE the standard to even come close to making this possible. First, 

PCF5 The basic restriction is that a PCF can not overlap with another PCF on the same channel in a there is no way to control a mobile unit's power. A lOOOm W 
manner that results in destructive interference node can cross over several PCP functions with no control. 

Secondly, we specify no area restrictions in standard to limit I 

range of PCP and associated nodes. This must be investigated 
further before it is either accepted or rejected in the Draft. I feel 

that this function must be removed. 
5.3 Lewis T RESPONSE: same as comment PCF 5. 
SEE PCF 5 

clarify limitations. If restricted to certain PHYs, state which PHYs. Need a dear mechanism to 
either control PCP contention or clearly define the set of conditions in which PCP is permitted or 
supported. If all conditions are not met, a station should not be permitted to intiate PCP. 

5.3 Rick White T RESPONSE: same as comment PCF 5. Not defined 
SEE PCF 5 

~ 2: If the use of PCF access is restricted to certain PHY type, these types must be defined. --
Otherwise this sentence should be removed. 

5.3. Mahany T RESPONSE: same as comment PCF 1. Second paragraph, it is not clear how PCP contention 
SEE PCF 1 controlled in .!!!!y PHY when multple BSS' s are 

Add mechanism to control PCF contention in ESS or multiple independent BSS installations. present simulataneously. IR is single channel , DS 
with limited channel set has high probability of 
overlap on a given frequency, or even in FH when 
occasional simultaneous usage of a given 
frequency will occur. 

5.3.1 bdobyns T RESPONSE: Rejected N There does not appear to be a need for the max an min to be 
PCF 8 managed (in fact, it is unclear that there is any need to restrict these values in the 

standard). 

Define a Superframe Length Minimum and maximum (and put the min, max in the MIB). 
5.3.1 C. Heide t RESPONSE: Accepted insofar as DCF operates during CF period as well as contention The PCP runs over the DCP, they are not mutually exclusive. 
PCF9 period. 

clarify the first paragraph and figure 5-15 to be consistent with figure 5-2. 
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5.3 .1 C. Heide t RESPONSE: The Osuperframe lengthO is a poor name, since what is being described is a to preset their NAVs all STAmusthave the same parameter 
PCF10 Ocontention free repetition rateO rather than a length. Rename (globally) superframe to for length of superframe - from where to they get this and how 

CFP rate. Add CFP _Rate managed object (GET, REPLACE) and add a CFP _duration field is it assured they all have the same. 

to beacon frames. 

explain where the length of CF parameter originates. 

5.3.1 C. Thomas t Change 3rd sentence of 1st paragraph to " Within a given SF period, the PCF Figure 5.2 shows that DCF is basis for and always 
See PCF 9 Baumgartner shall be active in the Contention Free Period, while the DCF is active all the time. present with PCF. This is important to me because 

this was the major claim of superiority made for 
this protocol so we better not forget it. 

5.3.1 C. Thomas t RESPONSE: Partially accepted. OThe CFP _rate is determined by a If manageable we need to say by whom 
PCF 11 Baumgartner higheyer managment entity. The current CFP duration is detert"!'ined by , 

the point coordinator, subject to the CFP _Max managed entity.O • ·V .LJ J :J <.. 
, I ~;r 

Change I st sentence of 2nd paragraph to "The length of a SF is detennined by the 
. , 

e • __ _ • 4 

Pc." 
5.3.1 David Bagby T RESPONSE: Covered by response to PCF 10. See imbeded comments and annotations 
See PCF 10 .. 

l. Superframe; Structure ,~ .. 
. . 

Hum, the MAC group needs to discuss the super frame stl.iff"again - I 

have heard it argued that the concept of the super frame is no longer 
applicabie due to the way the CFA stuff has evolved. IF this is truethEm, - -, - .. , : .. 

the references to superframe need to be removed from the draft before 'j 

sponsor ballot (refs in this section and others).[DB11 
I 

.. ' .. ", '" .. ; . . ": . 
,. 

• :" . I . . ' .. ": If , 

.- ~/.tJt I 

5.3.1 Fischer, Mike. T RESPONSE; The access procedure updated in 5.3.2 provides for CFPs which span dwells see column to right as well as other comments of mine, ' . 
PCF12 wth an Ffi PHY; so the restriction is removed, thereby addressing the problem. . . regarding the dwell time lImits: (secti6il. 10:6.12) . " 

The restrictio.n of the superframe duration to not exceed the dwell time in an FHSS PHY renders the 
fliSS PHY essentially unablo to support Cf services of any ki..Dd with the typical dwell times listed 
in the C\l[[ent draft. This is unacceptable: so if the, FHSS PEY is retained a means of permitting 
multipleDdwell superframes must be found. Lengihening the dwell to severa,! hundred milliseconds 
is not an appropriate solution, because of exces'sive delivery delays and variance that introduces to 
time bounded service when retries are necessary. I do not have a good solution to suggest, but urge 
that one be found or we will have to choose between no TBS or no tontentionDbased seJ;vice with the 

I FHSSPHY. 
5.3.1 Geiger T RESPONSE; : This section no longer attempts to define the. hop dwell time. Define the period of time 

, 

PCF1 
3 The hop dwell time is undefined 

5.3.1 Rick White T RESPONSE: . Partially accepted. Superframe terminology is removed. The possibility of There is not reason for it and it just complicates the 
PCF14 delay of transmission of beacon transmissions still exists, but particular MAO/PHY pairs can synchronization of ST As. A STA should not transmit an 

minimize the occurrence of this by appropriate setting of MIB elements if desired. Asynchronous frame if it and its ACK are not complete 
before the end of a superframe. 

Superframe stretching must be removed. 
-
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5.3.1 Wim T RESPONSE: Accepted in the context of other changes. CFP always begins with a beacon, The relevant parameters need to be put in the Beacon, rather 
PCF15 Diepstraten • CFP_rate is an integral number of beacon intervals. The start of a CFP is determined by a then in the Association Response, because the latter will not 

Beacon with a nonf)zero CFP _remainin9-duration field. work for overlapping stations of an other BSS. 

- Superframe boundaries should be specified, such that they relate to the TSF. 1bis allows stations to 
. setup their NAV for a length of CF _Boundary, when they detect that a PCF is active in the BSS. The . 

; i 
following is needed: - .- -~-. - .. - .. - . 
"The target SF starting time will be when TSf mod SF_Length = 0." 

, 
- - ..... The text should a1so identify how the relevant parameters of SF _length and CF _Boundary are .. 

distributed. I 

The prefered method is to put them in the Beacon. I 

5.3.1, et seq Bob O'Hara T RESPONSE: Same response as PCF 10. Superframe is a holdover from PCF TBS. Since PCF TBS is 
See PCF 10 no longer supported, the superframe is no longe! necessary. 

Delete the Superframe concept. Because the PCP can gain priority access to the medium 
(through the use of PIFS) a superframe is not needed to 
support STAs in power saving modes either. 

5.3.2 C. Heide t RESPO NSE: Accepted. Any STA can become a PC not just a AP according to 
PCF16 previous paragraphs. 

first paragraph third sentence remove the word "associated". 
5.3.2 C. Heide t RESPONSE: Bits are in the frame subtype, as listed in Section 4. cannot find any such bit in section 4. ! 

PCF17 " I ._ ... - .-

specify what bit in the header. I 

.1 

5.3.2 C. Thomas t RESPONSE: Same response as PCF17. Wonderful improvement to the efficiency but not 
see peF 17 Baumgartner implemented in the frame format description of 

Get these authors of this section together with the authors of Section 4 to Section 4. 
determine where the CFP ACK bit should go in the frame header. There is a I 

reserved bit in Frame Control field. I 

5.3.2 Fischer, Mike. T RESPONSE: Rejected. Instead insert statement that OA point coordinator may only A sizeable percentage of BSS traffic is expected to have the 
PCF18 operate at a station the provides DSS functionality. This can either be an AP in an AP as either transmitter or receiver. Hence the greatest gains 

infrastructure networK, or a statioI'! designated as an AP, with null DS, in an IBSS. Ad·hoc from the lack; 9f need for backoff and the piggybacking of 

networKs cannot use the PCF. acknowledgements comes when the AP station is TA of each 
CFDdown frame and RA of each CFDup frame. 

Add a statement that OThe PCF is not required to be located at the same station as the AP, but for 
most uses of contention free communication, any other configuration results in reduced throughput I 

and increased transit delays for most frarnes.6 I 

5.3.2 Rick White T RESPONSE: By setting CFP _rate nonDzero in a CF _Aware AP. Not defined ',: ' I - ' - -
PCF19 I , 

How is the "one special STA per BSS called the Point Coordinator" determined. This must I 

be defined. I 
5.3.2 Rick White T RESPONSE: Accepted. 

I PCF20 
There are no longer any CF-Up and CF-Down frames. This section must be rewritten to 
reflect the currently defined Frame types and subtypes 

5.3.2.1 Bob O'Hara T RESPONSE: Same response as PCF20. out of date 
See PCF 20 

--
Update to reflect current frame types in table 4-1 
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5.3.2.1 C. Thomas t RESPONSE: Accepted. Seems to me the setting ofNAV is primary 
PCF21 Baumgartner method of DCF deferal. Stations don't have a 

Change last sentence to "Even if a DCF station do not set its NA V to the protocol called Contention period, the use DCF 
maximum CF-Period at the beginning of a SF for some reason, the shorter which results in their transmissions being in the 
PIFS ... needed by stations using DCF only." Contention period. 

5.3.2.1 Geiger T RESPONSE: Agreed, but the definition belongs in Section 4, not Section 5.3. CF-End Frame is not defined anywhere 
PCF2 

2 CF-End Frame needs to be defined 
5.3.2.2 A. Bolea T RESPONSE: Same response as PCF 4. It is not clear how a station knows when the SF is starting. 
see PCF 4 
5.3.2.2 C. Heide t RESPONSE: Accepted. because of hidden stations the possibility of a corrupted CF 
PCF23 period cannot be eliminated. 

first paragraph. last sentence, replace "eliminates" with "minimizes", 
5.3.2.2 C. Heide t RESPONSE: Accepted with modifications for current terminology. OAII STA in the SSS, If CF aware STAs.$et their NAYs, the!). they cann~ ~ansmit , 
PCF24 other than the PC, shall set their NAVs to the value in the CF _dur_remaining field in the during the CF period. 

beacon frame.6 " Ii • ~ 

• ; f 

first paragraph, first sentence should be "All non CF-aware STA shall preset their NAVs to the i : f. .• • 

maximum ... .. .' " .' I 
~ 

5.3.2.2 C. Thomas t RESPONSE: Same response as I?CF24. , . , This iI1lpoitaI!t operWo~ nQt'~Jl:plai#ed . ,' , ,,: ., 
see PCF 24 Baumgartner 

' , ". . -' , '. . 

Must describe how STA knows the beginning ofih6 SF-so it can set its NAv. I 
. , rr , ~ , . ' " 

~ . 
... - - - - -... " -. _. .- . 

5.3.2.2 C. Thomas t RESPONSE: Accepted. Updated 'text is CDuring the CFP, stations shall ignore their NAV If everyone sets NA V at beginning of SF then no 
PCF25 Baumgartner when directed tb transmit by re~ipt of a Data+CF-PolI, data+CF-Ack+CF-PolI,' CF-PolI, or STA could transmit according to rules set up 

CF~Ack+CF-Poll frame.6 ' - - .' 
pi~viously; '. . . . . . : r 

, Add to 'end of 1 st paragraph "Statton,S 9perating in PO" Illode w~ ignor~_ then: . ; " .; I,.' . ' '. I • ~ .. 
, .. . . ; . . - , - - . . - ... _. - - -.-- --, 

: 'NA V when they are directed to transmit by PC." 
5.3:2.2 ' Fischer, Mike. T • RESPONSE: , Accepted wi,th modification t~at the PIFS immediately precedes the beacon simplification, avoi~~w 0.( s~vere delay in beacon generation 
PCF26 , rather t,han inimediately f9110wing ,the beacon.:- , " " " . when the nominal beacou.interval occurs during a superframe .. 

(when the PCF and AP are not colocated) and the AP is not 
'. : There appears to be considerable simplification to synchronizing the superframe with the beacon , near the head of the polling list 

, ihterval, especially in.cases where the AP and ReF are colocated. Recommend adding. a statement 
.", ~ -

o' 

j - . - . - - .,- . . ,- - - . -. . .. 
· that OThere shall be an integral number of superframe intervals per beacon interval. The timing of .' , -. . ", ' 

these shall be synchronized such that the PIPS interval to gain medium access for one of these 
' .. i ·j· ,. .' t . 

superframeS immediately follows each beacon transmission.6 " 
0 , . 

5.3:2.2 Gegier T RESPONSE: Same respons~ as PCF1 O. tF YeriOd not listed in MIB table' 
: 

, . ';i' , ' . . ! .. 
, - - see , .. 

PCF1 CF_Perltid paiameter add to MIB table .. 
0 • 

" . -
5.3.2.2 Renfro T • RESPONSE; Same~response aspCF 10. :.' Describe how stations know superframe timing. 

, 
; 

see PCF 10 i 
5.3.2.2 Rick White 

, 
T RESPONSE: Rejected. The PCF distributes the CF _duuemaining value in the-beacon. I 

, PCF 27 ' The MIS contains the CF _maJcduration. ' ,"" f 

How does a station know what the Maximum CF-period length is? This must be defined and : .. I . · must be a PCF distributed value . . . .. ' 
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5.3.2.2 
PCF28 

5.3.2.2. 
See 23 

5.3.3.1 
PCF29 

5.3.3.1 
PCF30 

5.3.3.1 
PCF 31 

TomT. 

Fischerrna:NA 
V Operation 
(Within the 
context of PCF 
operation) 
Bob O'Hara 

C. Heide 

C. Thomas 
Baumgartner 

T 

T 

T 

RESPONSE: Rejected, this infonnation is sent in the beacon frame which is required to 
occur at the beginning of each CFP. It is necessary to provide synchronization between 
beacon interval and CFP repetition interval. As a result, this is better done in a beacon field 
rather than overlaying yet another usage on the duration field (which is supposed to be 
unifonn across multiple frame types). 

Replace the first sentence of the first paragraph with the following: 

The Duration field of the first Data frame sent by the PCF at the beginning of the Superframe shall 
have a value equal to the length of the contention-free period desired for this superframe by the PCF. 
Subsequent Data frames will have a duration field equal to the time remaining until the end of the 
Contention-Free period. 

RESPONSE: Same response as PCF23. 

First paragraph, missing reference: how do stations determine the beginning of the SF? 

RESPONSE: Provisionally accepted. Certainly immediate retransmission for the retry 
count used for DCF is inappropriate. There is a potential benefit to having a separate 
CF _retry_count parameter. When CF _retry30unt = 0, the behavior is as suggested in the 
comment. When CF _retry_count = 1 there is some recovery for bit errors on the medium. 
Larger CF _retry_count values are not likely to be beneficial. The addition of the 
CR_retry30unt is an issue for further discussion. 

Add as the last sentence in the section: "CF frames shall not be retransmitted in the case of failure of 
acknowled~ement. " 

RESPONSE: No change needed. the PC transmits after a PIFS interval in the case that 
the medium is.DQ1 busy at that time. If the STA responds after an SIFS intent-al; the 
medium.will be busy at the PIFS inte'rval after the PCGs last trarisr'nissidn: . 

third paragraph second sentence says "after a PIPS gap" - if this means without regard to'busy 
medium it should say so. ; , 

RESPONSE: Rejected. The concept of OCF-AwareO pertains to whether ' 
a station is able to respond to a CF-Poll." All stations are capable of 
receiving Data frames (of any Data subtype) during the CFP, as well as 
Data frames (basic data subtype) during the contention period. If a non
CF-Aware station receives a valid Data frame, an ACKControl frame is 
used to acknowledge because the non-CF-Aware$tation is nof able-to -
piggyback its acknowledg'ement on a Data frame sent in response to the 
CF-Poli. 

Second paragraph describes something that can't happen--a non CF aware station 
transmitting during the contention free period. I don't know solution but must be 
decided and changed. 

Resolution of comments on Dl, section 5.3 page 8 
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Throughout section 5.3 there is mention of the 'Start of the 
Superframe' . In this section each station is somehow 
supposed to know when this start is. There are two choices; 
use the duration field as mentioned to the left, or have a 
beacon or some kind of CF-Start frame at the beginning of 
each Superframe. (I would personally prefer a CF-Start frame, 
however the duration field solution builds on an existing 
capbility and has less impact on the standard) 

I cannot find a reference in Dl that indicates the me.chanism 
for STATIONS to determine the beginning of the SuperFrame. 

The combination of priority access and retransmission without 
competition will lead to starvation of non-CF ST As in cases of 
noisy media or marginal transmission conditions. 

if this is the case I want it pointed out so that I can obj ect. If 
the response is there, but not being seen by the PCF, then 
transmitting blindly after a PIPS will corrupt it and the 
retransmission will never work and is just a waste of 
everybody's time. 

But can a station that is not CF aware transmit 
during the CF period because it has set its NA V at 
the beginning of the SF period? I assume that all i 
stations can ser NA V at beginning of SF since the i 
description of that action didn't say otherwise. On . 
thinking about this more I believe that pseudocode ' 
for sending of ACK and CTS in any circumstance 
includes ignoring NA V. 
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5.3.3.1 
PCF32 

5.3.3.1 
PCF33 

5.3.3.1 
PCF34 

5.3.3.1 
PCF35 

5.3.3.1 
PCF36 

C. Thomas I t 
Baumgartncr I 
Rick White I 

Rick White 

Rick White 

Rick White 

T 

T 

T 

T 

RESPONSE: Accepted. 

change last sentence of 3rd paragraph to " ... control and transmit the next frame 
after sensing that the medium is clear for a PIFS gap ... " 
RESPONSE: Accepted. 

'\11: There is not a CF-Poll bit in the subtype field. CF-Polls are Async Data frame subtypes. 

RESPONSE: Accepted. 

,_, . -". ~! •. : '." .... .', ~ 
'\12: There is not a CF-Ack bit in the subtype field. CF-Acks are Async Data frame subtypes. 

RESPONSE: Rejected. The paragraph wfll'be' reworded to Clarify that the CF-Ackfunction 
in the frame subtype represents an ackriowledgement'o(the immediatetY preCeding frame, 
without regard to the addressed recipient of the payload if ..the frame type is Data+CF-Ack or 
Data+CF-PolI+CF-Ack. 

'\1 2: D2 must be for the same station if it id ·to .be used for Acking the U 1 frarrie. Oth~rwise 
the pcE, will send a: normal ACK. ." .' , "..' . . 

RESPONSE: The clarification is that the non-response applies to CF-Poli. Receipt of a 
valid frame must be acknowledged in' all cases. . .. 

'\1 4: In '\13 it states that if a station is not PCF aware, it should responded with an ACK to a 
CF-Down.frame. In '\14 it states that a CF-Down fI'B.me need not be acked. ContradiCtion 
must be resolved. 

", :r 

-\,. 

'\ ~ ;r: 
,0 ':: .. , 
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Sentence doesn;t make it clear that PC is checking 
for medium busy during the PIFS gap. 

, . 
' .,; 1. 

• I " - ~ 

. ~ ~ 

4'\ :_ 

:'P:--Jf ~IL 
..... i ! ./"'\-f . , . . 
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... .... I 

...;.c., 

Fischerma:PC 
F Transfers 
when the PCF 
station is 
Transmitter or 
Recipient 

.#~ • 

T 

11 

RESPONSE: Rejected. The problem described in the column to the right does not occur. 
-The PC knows whether a response is expected by whether a CF-Poll (alone or with Data 
and/or CF-Ack) is encoded in the subtYpe of a transmission from the PC. If a response is 
expected and the response does not occur after the SIFS interval, the PC can assume that 
the response will not occur, and can maintain control of the medium with the transmission of 
another frame after the PI FS interval from its preceding transmission. 

Last paragraph of sectio_n:, , 
Note that a station must at Least respond with. an acknowledgementfor the preceeding CF-Down 
frame. The lack of any res~llSe to the CP-DoWJI frame will be c0nsidered an errOL 

-

- . 
,. 

~ 

,. ::. 

" 

.. -:"t :' 
... . .... 

.1 . " 

'. : J 1 I, ,; .~ , ., 
.' . - . '. 

I. I'. 

Resolution of comments on D1, section 5.3 page 10 

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/100 
See first paragraph of this section: 
The PCF shall send (GF-Down) frames between the sta.'1 of the 
CF-Period and the CF-End using the SIFS gap except in cases 
where a transmission by another station is expected by the 
PCF and an SIFS gap elapses without the receipt of the 
expected transmission. In such cases the PCF shall send 'the 
next (CF-DownYframe a:PIFS gap after the end'oUhdiist 
transmission. A CF-Poll bit in. the Subtype field of these' 
frames will allow the stations t6 send their (CF-Up) data if 
any. Stations shall r~spond"to the CF-Poll immediately when 'a 
ftame is queued, by sending thi.s frame after an SIFS gap. This 
results in a burst of Con~ntion Free traffic; the CF-Burst . 

Last paragraph of this section: 
Note that a station need not respond when the station has 110 

CF- Up traffiC-to send, "imd rio' acknowledgmenf is requireif to 
be returned for the preceding CF-Down frame. A responding 
CF-Up frame in these cases shall not be considered an error. 

This section hMthe foHowing problem: 

How can thePCF know whether to' elqlect a response Df, ~jf 

this is an option for th6TeCel ver? This fOrces the PCF to' 3;'

choice of "always separate PCF transfers by PIPS, because 
there might be a response frame for any transfer." I.e.: 

If no acknowledgement is required to be returned, then the PC 
is likely to begin a new CF-down frame after SIFS, since the 
PCF is allowedJo separate CF-down fram~by SlFS when it 
does not expect a response. Now assume that the receiver of 

II the first CF-down frame takes the "option" of generating a 
: "res~oriding.CF-Upf'r~e" in thi,' S cas, ,.e (even though it is 'NOT 
, :reqUIred), but the PCF IS NOT expectmg a response; The 
, receiver will create a collision with the PC because it has 
~en this opti~n. Therefore, the "option" ;h~cld be 'stricken 
from the specificatiol\, and the generation of a responding CF
Up frame when the PCF is no~ expecting it should be ' 
considered an ERROR andillegaC' - - - . .. -- - - - , -

Basically, the problem here is that there needs to be explicit 
'requirements on the part of the CF-aware station, such that the 
PCF can'deterTIiiile \vhether or not a response is fOr1hcoming. 
If tlie PCF Caruiot make this determination, then the rule 
earlier in this section needs to be changed, such that all CF
down traffic for which a response cannot be predicted should 
be separated by PIPS instead of by SIPS. Such a delineation is 
not currently clear. 

compiled by: Michael Fischer 
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PCF39 
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Baumgartner 
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PCF40 

5.3.3.2 
PCF 41 

5.3.4 
PCF42 

I Mahany 

I Renfro 

C.Heide 

, 

I 
I t 

T 

'! 
I T 

I 
5.3.4 I Fischer, Mike. I T 
PCF43 

5.3.4 
See PCF 42 

Ii Rick White 

• 5.3.4.1 
PCF43 

. 
, Fischer, Mike . 

5.3 .4.1 Ii Geiger 
PCF4 1 

4 

",:' '11' 1 ," 

·-u 

"' 

,. l\ 

I: T 

T 

T 

RESPONSE: Rejected. The two issues listed in the column to the right are not problems. 
For issue (1), the destination station is irrelevant. If the source station received the CF-PolI, 
the PC will be able to hear the transmission to the destination, the duration field of which 
provides the information the PCF needs to know when it may resume transmissions. The 
resumption by the PC occurs an SIFS duration after the ACK or a PIFS duration after the 
duration in the Data frame, whichever occurs first. For issue (2), these stations cannot 
Oseize the medium6 because the CF-Poll function permits the station to initiate.QD§. 
transmission, so the frame + Ack length limits apply. 

station to station transfer in the CF period should not be allowed 

RESPONSE: Accepted. 

. Add after 2nd sentence "To allow this transaction the PCF, when it receives a 
data frame no directed to it, waits PIFS instead of SIFS. 
RESPONSE: Accepted. 

Change Max MPDU Length (Figure 5-17) to MSDU LenJ$ 
RESPONSE: Update text to clarify that receipt of a CF-Poll allows the transmission of a 
single MPDU, and that each MPDU is acknowledged, just as with transfers during the 
contention period. 

RESPONSE: Remove this material from Section 5.3. The PCF provides an altemative 

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/100 
(1) if the PC can't hear the destination station the transfer will 
never work and will corrupt forthcoming transmissions from 
thePe. 
(2) the length limit of the CF period cannot be guaranteed 
because the PC has no control over how long these two ST A 
seize the medium. 

.. , 
_'1'" 

This action is ' implied but better to explicitly state 
it. , '" ,"" "c" ' .. . . ,. l, ,, 

'"'. I'· 

!l . ' 
MUst allow (or full MSDU, '\\'ith,fragmentation; Also see 
Mahany cOrrun!entat· 5'.3.4"1'!" , 

," 'J . i 

: States that PCF will r~unie CF-f>oWri't~5ions after 
; SIFS Fetlod after ACK. What if meSsage bein~' ac'ked -

contains additional fragments? Either PCF'nll.lst be 'assured Of 
; hearing mes.sage oi PCF must ,hit PIFS after AC'K io begin 
f transmission. ' . ,I,.. . ,rl .," •. ~., .,;'", . 

I whitt does ala! mean? .- .~. .. . ,-, . 
t 

t mechanism for frame delivery, not a different service class. If a time bounded service using I' . 
contention free frame delivery is to be defined, the subject of this comment needs to be " '., '!i!lt. 'f:.; : .. ' J." u l ' il 

addressed. However, this text does not belong in Section 5.3. 

define TBS that "may have multiple service levels. " 
, RESPONSE: Accepted. 
Replace this text with OThe PCF provides an alternate mechanism to access the WM. Within this 

: contention free medium access, both asynchronous and time bounded services can be Plovidcd.6 
, RESPONSE: Same response as PCF 42. 

If Contention Free Time Sounded Services "may have multiple service levels· , they must be 
defined. 

: RESPONSE: Accepted. 

; Cha.nJ~e equation for CF _Boundary to be Max. Fragmented MPDU with RTS/CfS and ACK6 

. _1 

RESPONSE: CF _max is being added to MIS. aMaxJrame_Length is in MIS, and is 
relevant parameter, rilth~r than rr)fl.?Cif!1um asy~~ MPDU. ,Q~estioN~r.1 t>~ckoff is unclear N 
t8e .peOple pr<?cessing this c.o.mmE!f1t,se.~ no diffe.r,~ nce . b~,tw~en ~a~.o,ff_atl th~ e~d of the 
superfr~me and ba~off at any other time during the superframe. Also N the coriunents to 
the right do not appear to relate to these questions N has some text been lost in 
aggr~gatior:tQf th.!;! ~qmments? " ,.,,-, ." 

, "';"How does BACKoff oEe~ty, 4u.r~~. ~he e.u.,d ot~;:~~~e? 
(""" CF,..B<?undaryml~s~gfro~¥.IB.-:. . \ 

Max. AsYnc MPDU is undefined and ~in,g from MIB. 

; ... \"" 'e":- : ,~ .. 
,"" 

'J. 

- ;-::""'1 ; . : ... ~ : .; ;.- ... l • • ' . .;..,\,..; .. 

. . . '- ' 1 . "" .. ~. , , 
.:;: ~ .\,' 

, ciarify that; CF is not a.service but Ii me,diumacc,ess,modWw. 

, , . t!' -, " r.· t t"· 

Not defined. 
. ", .... 

, . , I ". , ""~' ~ ut
." " .,;. :. ; .. ; -."" 

" f': :1 I t . - 'r" - t ... ' t . " , 4 

! leave room for a full contentioncbased f'rame per superframe 

:The amount of'time 'allowed for the contentio:ttperiod, . oile max 
size MPDU is silly. I believe that' the contention free~ period 

should take no moce than 112 of th6 $Jperframe, especiall)'o if' it· 
is intended fot real-time traffic: This allows bursty..1Iaffi~ to get 
.throilgh at a reasonable rate without moving up to priority type 

of traffic. The priority traffic doesn't have;any 'defili~d, 

meChanism for congestion c0ntrol. Trhis IS unii~ceptable:i'; 
• I l :p .,. . . ~' I' 

~! ~ ., ' " •. / _ -,.- • 'i 

1 ,., l.; • 'I' 

' .~ -

ResolutiOn of comments on Dl, section 5.3 page 11 compiled by: 'Michael Fischer 
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.P.Cf1 
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Geiger 

, , ' 

T 

"""-;.. .. -! 

RESPONSE: Accepted, The CF _duration_remaining field in the beacon' frame provides 
foraJ:;r=P that exce~d~ Qne FH dwell Reriod. _ _ __ _ 
... , 

Doc:' iEm-P802.11-95/100 
One consideralio)l for 'Superframes to containseveral.hops & 
hop dwell periods is that one might be able to scale hop times 

~. , dynamica!iy With;)ufUnpacting thduperfra.J.n~"-- _. 

r iel-: ;!~ 

! 1'-' .S9me pebple would like to see the dwell time in FHSS PRY not exceed more thana-few max 
S P; ! ' ,,1I,ti{,l " ' pa:~kei lengths. 1hls is to avoid ;i{terieren. Ce from microwave ove~s etc:;W~ right consider that 'a I ', ', 

I Superframe extend over several hop & hop dweLL periods rather than size it to a sim!le dwell time 
.: .. , , " 1 

5.3,.r.~_ 
PCF46 

-. -::.." ........ _ .... ,. 
:....."~ -. 

"1 

,Greg$)i)ith ' -- ; t -J' I =:..; RE~PONSE:' ~l,e~i9d,: ~1.~;,SOrt?farbi~iy-'imit j~ ,u~ne~.esl>,arily~Sinctiye fora Q§nen:il .. 
I ' rule'that does not take applrcati'on 01' traffiC charactenstlcs Int9 account. 

_~ • _ ~! Th.e cQI!~~ptlon fr~e PtJiod s1}all l?e l.i;u!iled !9 59fo of!!!e ~~{ame _.. ' 
, ! " ., - --_.. - -- ~ 

. .- 1::' . --.. : ..: 

Having- a me~iiDi.sm."in the Jtan'dit(fthai.anow~on'e; • 
implemeruail<i~ (CF.awire) to shut down ~ynconiy ~
stations to one packet per SuperFrame could be considered I,. 
predatory. After all in an ISM band the CF period is going 
to "bave to cope with oilier 'ouffioo interfei:ence, why noC 
async traffic. 

5.3.4.1 -

see PC .E.1~_ 

5.3·1:1.: 
PCF47 

5.3.4.1 
PCF48 

5.3.4.1 
See PCF 14 

~ 

Mahany T 
;~~. .. 

Renfro T 

--RickWhite ' 1' --

Rick White T 

: , ".1t.~ ~ • ,t .. ; :,: 

RESPONSE: . A functiorially -compariible-resoh.ition with a more general timing s proposed 
for PCF43~ - " ", " 

a~vis~ ~,~ ~at ~~;e~am~'~~ws -~t leas;on~ ~~gm~nt:~ ~~~Q~~~S; MSpU may,be tr.jmmitted 
per,sepem:ame ~ing RT~"cTS Jp.ec~, I wl.thJragJllentll~ngth set'to aMPDU",Minimum. 
'N.tema\ivelY set!lng,ftagment,length to aMPDU.,;.Cun:ent..,;Maximum would be acceDtable. · " 

--

RESPOWSE-: Rejected. The-relevant MIEfvariables are' CFP~rate and CFP _m~.Jtu'ration. 

Must define a MIB Value for length of the Contention Free period. 
RESPONSE: Same response as PCF 14. 

11 2: Superframe stretching must be removed. 

o 

: to 

'. 

" .. , 
,,' 

Resolution of comments on Dl, section 5.3 page 12 

It is not clear whether the'provision for one max. 
Asynchranous MPDU allows for fragmentation, RTS, CTS 
collision avoidance, 'etc: 1li.I"s muSt'be inade explicit, as it rna)' 
preclude use of some access mechanisms (or fragmentation) if 
PCF is used, or it may force adaptive algorithms to establish 
SF length. 

,I Must allow time for max MPDU and Max contention window. I ' 

,If large'amount,d{ contenlion ttaffic, supecframe win 
. contiriiiaJly stretch ti,vthe poiIlt Wh~ dl6{~ ~ be iJtsil6'!a,ent ' 
.1 time for. contention 1{!l~, serv.U:f>,in .~ pgti<illlat. ~upliJ.-{r:am(). 

Not.-defined: 
,. ". ,: 

" 
.' </. .;. , ~ 

T!'lerEl i~' flot r~son fOJ it and it jU'St,com:..,licates the 
S!YfIGhro!1iZ'<'lJion 9:f 'ST As. A, $TA shQuld',not transmit an 
Async\,ma[lq:us frame ,i(-it ~nct ~ts .ACI(-'afe !'lot ~mph:~te 
~eforethe end of a superfram!ll. , .~-.. , _ 3 

._' \ 

,'. .-.-
, : ,~t... ... '. f. • ~ ..., , . , ... 

-, ... -. 
'. 

" I 

' .. 
;-',!) 

'\. ':1· i; i ~J , J}nuT' :'.' 

. ,-, .',. :: 

, .' 
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5.3.4.l. 
PCF49 

5.3.4:2 ,.'.' 

PCF50 
5.3.4.2_ 
PCF 51 

Fischerma:Co 
ntention Free 
Length Limit 

' .. 

A. Bolea 

Bob O'Hara 

T 

F-

T 

T 

RESPONSE: Accepted in principle. The superframe concept is largely irrelevant, but the 
expected transmission time for beacons, some of which occur at the start of CFPs can, and 
will be delayed under a variety of circumstances. The principal requirement for minimizing 
these variations occurs in a PHY-specific manner (such as FH needing to maintain hop 
synchronization), not for a CF-mandated purpose. Time bounds can be calculated for a 
time bounded service that uses CF frame transfer with or without rules about the 
apportionment of time within the contention free repition period. The time usage guidelines 
will be reexamined after completion of the rules to permit PCF operation with overlapping 
single-channel PHYs. 

Size of superframe should be revisited, based upon objective. 

"'"' 
:: ~] h \.,' .,:' 

a',. - , 
.' 

" 

Of .~ ,·~'r· t' .,' .-: , ~-:. ... 
. RESPONSE: 'AccepteC!. 

.";"" 

~.~SPON§E: A~gePted. 
' 1 .- : ... ... ". ." .. - - -.. - ... " . - . ,-.. - .. . ."- -~ -
~ replace the-second ~ntence ofparagrapl(tWo Witll:i'A"C;F:aware st~0n:'sliij.lh£knowleage· j:eceipt 'of 

~.J.!t2 .c· ., 
PCF·5_2 __ ._ .- _ 

5.3.4.2 
PCF53 

~ Z;t:-

5.3-4.-4-·-
See ReF 52 

~ 

;. 

· C.Heide 
'lIB 

-

C. Heide 

.t : llSfiiillas... .. 
Baumgartn~r ! 

I 

- ,- - -: ,. 

t ..•. - : 

~eh· Asynchronous Data ftaIJ;J,e of the8F-Poll $U~typeS from the PCF using.pata:frames of the CF
ACK subtypes,; sent lifter ancSIFS·interval . .. A CF-a.wate s~ti:onshall acknowle'dge'roceipt of all olher 
Asynchronous Data frames using ACK Control frames sent lifter an SIPS interval. 

RESPONSE: RTS/CTS is never used during the contention free period. 
:;'_:_ . ;" ,:: r. \ 4 ...J: t" ~~~;J .~:-:: . :'~_~' , '~=,; ~ .: 

ru:(e r-- previoUS seitio:.;s--;a:y tJiat RTS/CTS''fise is controlled by the RTS_ffifeshold pariin-eibi.
Clkify how this rule is broken in the CF period. 

RESPONSE: Acc~pled. · 

rule :f~ "correct the last ~6ntence; iil:STKis allowetfto "r~pon'd' br not respond. . .. • 

.,.REsp...oblSE;~mei~~pQ[ls.e.,:as:e.CF 52.:- _ _ ~~ .. .:: __ :.~ ___ _ 
i :.)' .: i. ; -! • -';..1 r/- I ' ,I to" n " r":'o , r . ", 1'7 -"0 

i"'i.iT 

. chlit\g,~ t,O::' 1. Qnly Data 1i:ani~S,re~Ulting ACK frames '(if ¥.in RTS ' frames, and 
!resulting CTS frames shall be sent.:." ;" -. .. ' .' . ' . ' . , . . . ' '". 

t"" Z1 ~ '" 

,: 
• ~i', 

• !J - .. ~(~ .. .. . ~. ,\10; .... 

Resolution of comments on D1, section 5.3 page 13 

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/100 
The reasoning given for the chosen value of the limit is 
nonsensical. 
The requirement needed in order to guarantee the time 
necessary for "at least one maximum size Asynchronous 
MPDU" to be transmitted during the contention portion of the 
superframe is infinite. This is because in a heavily loaded 
network, it is possible (although not likely) for collisions to 
consume the entire contention portion of the SF. The choice of 
the size of one maximum size Asynchronous MPDU increases 
the probability of transmission of a contention period frame, 
but it does not guarantee it. 

Once a frame begins, the medium should be sensed busy by 
the PCP, and therefO£e, SF stretching should result to allow 
any size asynchronous frame to be transmitted. If the point is 
to avoid SF stretching, then this method might help to 
minimize SF stretching, but there is still the possibility of a 
first contention frame (or a combination of frames) using 99% 
of the contention period, and the next asynchronous frame 
being a maximum size MPDU then stretching the SF into the 
next CF period for the maximum possible amount of time 
anyway. 
The limit should be set based upon the 95% confidence 
tnterval fqr cp1ljsioii resolutibli b.ven a ''large'' nilinDei: or' 
cqntendi!lg .!l0d~"~l ~te~ng,t.o g~ ~(m.trol of the~twork 
!''1J,IIlediateIJ{¢lowing the'end of'\!le.CF period PbUS some 

, periQ~ of time ~e m~um 1engthas.)iJIlclmOl101lS" 
.1. MPDU) in order to atteiIipt to gUard against excessive 'SF 

stretching. Probability of SF stretching is .very likely in any 
case.anyway. 
Refetences,to ~F-poll~~a.BilS,n~ \O:be·~Col;'"!4C$l-·-·. 
1!Sin.!l.1PQ'tV/~e ~. 1).is M?Pli~lQ,oth~ s~ti~ a)~.,. i1; • 

Update.to reflect,new.frame,siIbty'pes:· .J .• ' : . I, : , 

f ., ' • -J. ~ ~ ', ' .. ' 

.J. 

,"'!_ tl , '- .... _.i, - ' L 

I." 
conka<b.ets section· 5,2.1 .. :": 

. " : " ,;, 'I • 

-=-
t· • <to 

contradicts 5.3.3.1 1,. r~ 1:r-
~n ::'" .. - .,,; - ~ ,,~,: 

,. ~r . .. 
• Sen'ten~~i;M 'tnC6t1:ec( :tIT.sfCT~iianqW&1"1Q. _-.: 
enhance reliability of CF transmissions against 
hidden nodes and to aid in resolving overlapping 
BSA contention. : .. 

.O f. ' 0' : ... . ". _ !t~, 

~ ~ .. ; , r • 'r h. r , '.Ht., v.: 
-":::==-';:;;~='-=-:: - ~ 

coriipilt&i~ by: Michael Fischer 
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. PCF' 54 
T -

. .. -
' - ..: ('; 

::' -~ 'v ..... i / ~~q" I 

i Fischer, Milc~. J. '. 

"' - - - - - ,-

.o-~ .--t.;L'.,. -- -- , c e ;, ~3 >L"-.. ' ". "'. , ,, '~Ri kWhit 

~~feE.~O -~. ,"' .' .:. r: -.;~ "- '1 

5:3.4~2:f' I Wim: '. i ' " 

SeEi PCF 54- " l)iepstraten 

5.3.5 
PCF55 

5.3.5 
S~e PCF 50 -'-- .. --...:!.. . ~_" . --t 

5.3.5 
PCF5 

6 

5.3.5 
See 

PCF5 
7 

bdobyns 

Bob O'Hara 

Geiger 

Geiger 

J.I 

T 

T 

T 

T 

- T 

T 

RESPONSE: . AccepfeCI" 'eip9clallY,!ie:saUse soiTiePHYs may have goqd -reaSOrts"lo 
, tran,smit beacon frames during the CFP, and there seems to be little benefit in allowing 

- Il~ ~~r_ ~oh:fra;r:~s. bu:j"r~~bitin~ ~~: ~an'}~e~FTtirame..,s~ '1' t~~ .:': ,,,- , ';~ , 
""' ~ 1 . .. . ~ .. _ ", _ :: ..; .... ,.. ... . 

. -There appears tq be no rea'Sim for promblting 'mall:agem~1'fFaiji~'jfU:ii;i~f\:M-~F ;ptri~uggesr-
deleting ,~age.rule ILl .• " j ..G ,. ;.-r. . i ,. ::!';: ':os. r ... " ~:--:' -' ~(o ' - j' 

AESPPNSE: Same response as PCF 50. 

~o~~d~.mi~sagen.res ~~;t'fi~ fewi'ittQft in or'i:fer,10 eDminate .tljefefar~n(..~to-bits and 
I instead reference frame su~es. 

RESPONSE: Sai'lfS:-tesponse as PCF 54. .. _ ~ )r:~ ... -::., .:j"s ':~, ? ,_ h__ ~ -_, ~~-'~ -=-:---1-
.' -· "7;~":" ~~.:..:. , . ;': ,; ; : 

All ~ement fram~ should:a]so be a116w~,~ be send <hning the CF-periqsl. .-
RESPON$6: ,Hejec1ed. The 'rational statement seeks fei overcome the single-channel 
r~ri6tionsWl'lich ' ~a\le' be.8fl addressed:el~whete in-tJ:tis sectiorf:'·~Ats'o, .~ asynchronous 
OF sEitvi.oe is coriMctionieS,s,.so the ~sa~f 9!<irtConnectton' Requa.st:\s. inappropri~te. 

I~' ''' I - ... ·.c~ .~ ... --.- . .. .. ~,..(.; . :_: . ~ ~ 

~~'I\G'FS-~be initiated in ,a non· P,G:F.!e~¢oent with ,3. Stan. Connectioll,ReqM,Sf-. ; ~ .-: . 

.• :AESPONSE;;: AtiCepte'd. ~ .;: .' . , 7 .: , '; ''J 

I _r.,: ... ~ -:. 0:; '.. . .(1 \ . ~... . t ..... ~ , -:-1' 
.--.·1 ~ap¥ to'reflect De\vslil5r}'IliS m41e 4-1 .., - ~--~.-

.RESP.ONSE: Accepted. -The intro,9~9t0r>: :y.'on:llng predates the .Gurrel'ltCF mech~nism, 
and will be rewritten 10 reflect the tj.SabilitY of the t,5FP to cqnvey asynchronous (e.g. 

:i:l:miiGcf1~nless) and conne.ct.ion b~~ed.!faffic. ' ' , 
1:, ': :::. , - , ',,,: ': ~,:, :-'-. -. :.:-:3 

. :AsyJicbtoltOus.,.ttaffUf is cliaracterired,-by ~b.m.sty, conneC!io~R1llI~e; ::;l]le;i\.CFSl),Ilows .. " . 
,.- "-' _."-"- -:--:---.. -- - -:-.=--- ... ~.)' ':' ,_._- '.- - --- ':"-~"'-- -=-' ".. . ..• - -:.--

. ' PI r ':-::/ .;~ ~ :j. T· .. • 'i .... I . ~ .. If. ~ ~, 

.~ ',: l. 

i ':-.:'F: • 
~ . ...... 

I' I~. '.~. - ~. P : 

.... .' 

.-~ 'dF 
.. . " 

t j. .' .. 

O- ._':-~ -------.,..T,:,-

AESPON'SE: Same tesponse as p:cp-s;t · . 

:."TheWUfng-fut is a lo!licil-rolisttuct, . .'.' This list has to be more than this . . Ifthe intent of the CF 
, -~:>d'~"to:et~"Vlde.'bel,tet' "Qo~l'lhai:i th~ ~nten~oI1 peciod~:!i0wthe'QoS lS i~plemented-Ig a· 

.. ". ...... - funcUdnoftheMA'C. ~.:·:;J'i' ; · ' · ' · " - ·'· :," I 

-; r:i ' I."'~'J. " !",J'::-: . J C ~: ;-i:" A 

,~ - : .. ~ : : '1 "l . -.... , ~ 

.. I " 

Resolution of comments on D1, section 5.3 page 14 

.Do~t~ih(:P8Q2 . .11~-9SI1j)O· 
In general, ntrl11a~tfrarnes can be senchm:ywhere data- ~ 

I ~~:# alIO~OO' h~~C; the~ should ~ ~~ ~uru:~,~: I: 
. _ " .' i .S ~ t7 !:! ' . ~ •• r - --:1 'l'J ,~ : ~ ::HJ . ''; _. ~ ,~ --

There are no longer CF bits in the control field of the.MAC 
header. They are different Frame types. 

Jhe limita~qn is J;lot necessary, ¥!<l does greatly ~ncr:ease the 
Beacon timing wmpleJUty ( because the SF-inter¥ai. ~and· . . 
Beacon interval can not be alligned. 

This allows few-channel PHY which cannot support PCF 
functions because of overlap restrictions to still support a 
contention-free service which may have a better Qos than the 
regular Async service. 

Out of date. 

This paragraPh is a bunch of bull. The difference between data 
transfers in the contention free period versus the contention 

" period is the QoS. The contention free period allows a 
,I connection oriented service to be established with some QoS 
: ass9ciated with the access to the media and predictable results 
~ ~ .'¥heD. the ~edia. is busy or no rnoce conteatign free period. is . 

available. The contention period provides no QoS. No 
bandwidth can be reserved or guaranteed IlDr can de~y or 

congestion be ~eJ. Access lolhe conte,otion free period is ~ 
manJl;ged b-g the pFt:." Acce.ss'·(o 'fue me"dia diriing t1ti i ". . 

contentiQn.peri.oDij~.~Yn.chtQ.n~ livlie;§iM~ ~_.!MjI6unjn 
which a stations grabs the media is not predictable by any other 
station in WLAN. Accesses in the CF period are predictable by 
the PCF 'iUid other station in the WLAN. Talking about a ACFS ;" 
- p~ed~e is silly. Th'e discUssion here shOlud ~iit - -

" connection oriented or connectionless services, not ACFs what 
ever:y that means . 

.. If the MAC is gom! to cOntrOl the access to the media; ina 'pan , 
:' of that access involves some QoS parameters, then how the 

MAC administrates the QoS of the polling list better be in the 
I standard. Managing the CF polls and who needs service versus 

who doesn't <luring each frame must be a function of the MAC, 
not some higher layer. 

compiled by: Michael Fischer 
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5.3.5 I Rick White 
PCF57 
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5.3.5.1 
See PCF 50 

5.3.5.1 
PCF58 

5.3.5.1 
PCF 59 

5.3.5.1 . 
PCF6Q 

, 5.3.5.1. 
PCF61 

Bob O'Hara 

Bob O'Hara 

C.Heide 

• RickWhite 

. RickWhite 

- - .... -..1. · · 

~ 'r.: ~. 

r::'" ._ ,.; ': 

5.3.5 .. 1 
See 'PCF50-

-5.3.fu~l· ::'C 

~~e~,P§j: 57..-:;-. 

5.3.6 
rCF 62 

.. :::.'1 

••• • 1 

Rick White .1- . , 

Rick White 
.. ' .' j~ :-' 

C.Heide 

T 

T 

T 

T 

RESPONSE: Accepted. The full scope of how polling list management might be pefformed 
does not have to be within the standard. However, a minimum set of polling list 
management facilities must be defined to permit arbitrary CF-aware stations to operate with 
arbitrary CF-capable Aps. This minimum set appears to include modal listing (request CF 
as part of association, and remain on polling list as long as association continues), 
connection-initiated listing (added to polling list when connection granted, remain on list until 

.. connection ended: only for connection-onented serVices); ancftrafi6 based (indicate CF-" _. 

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/100 

. 'l aware, ata~oci.ation, be added to polling list after sending a contention-based frame with '1 .... ' , . . L ·, 1-

:to~~=j, : : ~main" onpolli rig l!s:.~~tiI 'some number of .c~Ps ~ave,elapse~ without gene~ating ,.: ,~L';" '" " \ 
'any toA'i="ti'a'fflc nor receMng 'ahy"ftomAP traffic).' '," ' . . ,'C. '.: " ,' .1" < ., ~ ,,'.' 

Must defiM howa' sfaU6fl gets on t~~'tpolling list". 

RESPONSE: Accepted. 

Update paragraphs to reflect new subtypes in table 4-1 

:RESPONSE: Accepted. 

Paragraph two is difficult to understand and must be rewritten 

RESPONSE: If this occurs, the PC does not send or poll for any traffic, but immediately 
sends a CF-End frame. 

clarify what the PC does if the superframe has been delayed S long there is no longer time to send at 
least one Data frame. 
RESPONSE: 1"he PC may change. the 'Ierigth,o(thElCFP l;Ipc to fti9,CFP.:.::MaJ$: duration, kom 
the MIB. The current value in use is available to the stations from the 

, CF o:..duration_remainingfield.in the Beaooh frame, 
-. , ...... - I~~.:' ~ '; ~:.; ... _ ", ..:t:.:,.. ,_~ ·).!·,·,r~/i:.'i:·~:'; 

I: '· '. f ,f 
14 • .... .. ") - .' '! .. ~I • • ' I I 

Out of date. '" 
~ ,I ~ l( .1:'2 

'j ' _.~:" .. ,; L';''"; ;.r1)()f1r 

Ambiguotfs • .".J:.~ '. 
',. .. - 'r ~I 

., .f"!' 11..:\."". l ' b': ' 

11 con£I:ici.1k~eeiI-{equirelnenho send-at feast 'one data frame' 
and t~'r~Cl the m:aximum length ofa supi!ifni.me-and allow 

•• • .. I' ,; 

superframe start delay! . , 
,: ,1/; \." '. ',,' .~~. -~ ",~)" \.' '; ... .1 ;!; .~ . , .: _ 

.... , , 
I ,.' :~ 

No~.qefinyd. 
" . ":-n; .J . . ..... . 

"4 , •• ' " .... ~..- ~ . , ... I; I?":ii:". : 1. . ~ ".' .: . 
~ ~. '., .. '.- ",' .,- ' ;."; 

" -
' t.,,· " . :', , I", ;:. ;6' '' • 

L. =- _ I. ~ust~~ji~~ whethe(the,PCF can .cti~~~e tr!3 ~ ..!:~~u~~,Pa,~o. o~~~e aro~~!~~~~_ 
. traffic ~peCled.. , ' , .. . ." .. " .. i , •• , 

.... . . " ,f ~,; . ' : . f • • : :. _ t ., .... .., .... • .... .... t l"ft r' ;1. 

T I RESpoNSE: Accepted. The polling list is ~rocessed in sequential order by SID, 'with I Not defined. 

T 

T 
.r 

1,.:1. , processing :esumil)g"at the first entry after reaching the end of the list. If there is insufficient 
-Hi,ria·to' Pto~SS the. entire ·Iisf.)ri a s~Q'9Ie:CFP-,:processing ;resumEf$.on ,tfie,neitiCFPantfe 
point where processing. was suspended at the end of 'previous CFP. To facilitate the use of I;' 
~ GrPin conjunCtion with-power sawngo.peration .. by s~iol'lS,.i1~l)l.j-ld bepeneficial to ' 
hav,e beacons 'rn~h,lde infdrinatiol).on whiCtr SID in the-+IM will Mpr~essed first~1) the GFP 
that foUoWs:th9-15~acon (if any). 11, "'"~'" '. < ''C ' .' .. :(O.;f' C",, 'Co: '" _0" . . _.. -- .. -- ... .~ ~ . - -- - ._- -- . 

M\lstplefine:howthe PCF~o*s·tl)fo!Jgh t~~.upolling lisf'. If it is not GompJeted<luring a CF 
period, does the PCF start over the next period. or pick up' where it left o.ff? 

" ' .,. 

" 

.... 
'. ' ,I' • t •• , 't - h ·· 

, l. 0' . ,.~ 

_., ~ '-.i " :J, .'. ~:' . . .. , 

RESPONSE: AcGapted" ;'-. 'c;, 
.. -- - 'i-":: --:- :~~ . ~-' .- -,--'.':'""' - .,:;_ ... - . ---._- --~ ~ .. ~--- ---

There <!fe no longer CF bits inthtrc?ntrol fieIt0r, th~MAC 

. Mut\t re:Wr:iJt~ to refeJence,.Data frame sub,Wpj:ls, no.LbitsJ.n the.headEH, , o · ~., 
. header: They 1l..i.e different'Frame types; - '-" -.-.-~ , 

RESPONSE: Same response as PCF 57: 

:, ,. ~ :;J':-':'" 't 
~--~i-:':'.:~;= -:: - .·6 I ~ :\;~:.: <""-'. t.,~ ,_ 

'fi6wa.STAgets oriCtfl!?"polfiilQlisFrrILiSfO'9lnsiBetnescopeoTthe standard arid musr-be --.. , -.-

,.! 

,!:latined; A mechanism must be defined to altow a; statiQO .. to be,a,dded ,tq th.e. ,'.'PD"",.I""lin"",,,-;.;.lis;;;;f"":'_-i~_:--__ ~ ________________ --;I 

11 ,~~S~O.~SE: _ Ac~~?t~? Re!evant c.hang~s will be made in 5.3.6, but the connection . how is a.co~nectionrequest denied - sendin~ an En~ . 

, '-:'1', 

: :m~charnsm dE1lfil)ltlIJIl In Section S,2:ls wheFe-most-of the updates are needed. ic;on;o.ectJ.~n III response to a request ConnectIon? This sectIon 
I I . ~._,; ' [ _ ~ ~ ~_;'''-_,,~ ... ,s. !-'-;7 ~ .~ .:. - ~::-~:':...' -.. ; ~ I 1(;':' doesn'ts3:Y- '.-,' '~: .. ;;t;'_ •• 

~ ..-. •. ~ 'I" '1 ;sJiecifrnow a c'QIinectioJi.eiqul<.st"ia:id<lyie.o;.r" , ~ , . '3 c), . ~ 'f<' C .. y r<' ,'; ' "., 

1i~oj ~\to~ of comments o~-~': s:ctio~ :~.; ~.- ~ ' ~-~ •. ~~; 15 --'. '"---;.-:-.. - c;ni;J~ ,ib'y: Michael Frs~~~ - -
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5.3.6 Rick White T RESPONSE: Accepted, but this belongs in Section 4, not Section 5.3. This whole section must be rewritten with mom detailed 

, 
-

PCF63 information on how the frames are used and what 
Must define all frames and the content of each of the fields. happens when a frame is received. Since they are 

management frames, they are not passed'up to or 
received from the LLC. 

5.3.6.1 Bob O'Hara T RESPONSE: Defined in Section 3.2.3. However, these definitions (in D1) are inconsistent There is no "Start Connection Request" defined in the MA£ i 
PCF64 with 5.3.6, which needs to be fixed in conjunction with those working on section 3. service interface. , 

l 

Define "Start Connection Request" 
i 

5.3.6.1 Bob O'Hara T RESPONSE: Same response as PCF 64. There is no "Start Connection Indication" defined in· the MAe 
See PCF 64 service interface. 

Define "Start Connection Indication" 
5.3.6.2 Bob O'Hara T RESPONSE: Same response as PCF 64. There is no "Start Connection Request" defined in the MAC 
See PCF 64 service interface .. 

Define "Start Connection Request" 
5.3.6.2' Bob O'Hara T RESPONSE: Accepted. Proper standard language required 
PCF65 

~ -. .. .. - replace "N.B." with appropriate standard language and functional description. 
5.3.6.2. ' Fischeima:AP T RESPONSE: Same response as PCF' 65. Let's be definite aBout the type designation - the two type 
See PCF 65 Start fields are identical or they are not - the original text used the 

Connection Last pargraph of this section: t~nn "can" in the sense of they might be if you want them to 
Request N.R AI" and STA Start Connection Request frames are the same type, using the "To All" bit to be ... 

distiilguish them. - . .. 
5.3.6.3 C.Heide t RESPONSE: Accepted. the STA is what gets added to the' poll list, not the connection. 
PCF66 , , 

.last sentence, ~han..l(e the s:.econd "connection" to. "S11\::, _ . . . . 
5.3.6.3 TomT. T RESPONSE: Accepted. It is better to make thes'e exchanges more deterministic. 
PCF67 Getting no response at all gives the higher layers no' 

Change Gtaitt C6Imection frame type to Connection Response. infonnation about what's happening, therefore a negative 
Change in mst line: 'MAC may reply' with 'MAC shall reply'. response should be used. 
Delete first sentence of second paragraph. 
Replace third paragraph with: The connection may be granted or denied by the AP and shall indicate 
this using the Status Value and Error Indicator elements . 

.. .. 

Resolution of comments on Dl, section 5.3 page 16 compiled by: Michael Fischer 


